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ABSTRACT

Keywords

In recent years, throughput computing has gained prominence, leading many architects to examine how to best design systems for
throughput computing applications. The combination of throughput computing and limited increases in main memory bandwidth
is leading to a growing bandwidth gap between processing cores
and main memory. This is one of the key obstacles to increasing
the performance of throughput computing platforms. Designing
the memory hierarchy for a throughput computing platform with
an emphasis on bandwidth improvement becomes one of the key
challenges. To facilitate architects to quickly explore the design
space of memory hierarchies for throughput computing, we propose an analytical performance model called Moguls. The Moguls
model estimates the performance of an application on a system, using the bandwidth demand of the application for a range of cache
capacities and the bandwidth provided by the system with those
capacities. We show how to extend this model with appropriate
approximations to optimize a cache hierarchy under a power constraint. The results show how many levels of cache should be designed, and what the capacity, bandwidth, and technology of each
level should be. In addition, we study memory hierarchy design
with hybrid memory technologies, which shows the benefits of using multiple technologies for future throughput computing systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Throughput computing (TC) refers to trading off latency or singlethread performance for higher overall computational throughput.
Throughput computing involves performing a huge number of calculations with a large amount of parallelism. Applications span
many domains and are already critical on a variety of platforms, including high-performance computing (HPC) machines (e.g., molecular dynamics simulations [1]), commercial servers (e.g., database
query processing [2]), and client machines (e.g., image/video processing [3]). Consequently, throughput computing is gaining prominence, leading many architects to examine how to best design systems for such applications.
In throughput computing, much debate focuses on the best programming model and the best organization for the functional units
on a throughput computing processor. However, there is little doubt
that memory bandwidth is a key factor in the performance of throughput computing systems. Memory bandwidth is critical because of
two main reasons:
• Throughput computing applications inherently have generous amounts of parallelism that processors can take advantage of via
multi-threading and single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) execution; thus, hardware can consume data at high rates. Systems
designed to perform well on throughput computing applications
achieve high performance by exploiting their inherent parallelism.
These systems support large numbers of threads and/or use wide
SIMD execution (e.g., Sun’s Niagara [4] and nVidia’s Tesla [5]),
which puts a lot of pressure on the memory system. In throughput computing, memory latency is typically not a bottleneck since
the latency can be hidden via multithreading (e.g., for GPUs) or
hardware prefetching (e.g., for CPUs). However, bandwidth is a
potential bottleneck.
• Many throughput computing applications have inherently large
working sets (e.g., tens to hundreds of MB), which are unlikely
to fit in conventional on-die SRAM caches for the foreseeable future. Further, unlike more traditional workloads (e.g., those similar to TPC benchmarks), some throughput computing applications
show a sharp drop in performance once caches are too small to
hold their working sets - we refer to this as a performance cliff.
Thus, these applications are likely to be bandwidth-bound at main
memory unless some significant changes are made to the memory hierarchy. Even in the general-purpose computing community, memory bandwidth was predicted to become a performance

model and theories suggest the best memory hierarchy (in terms
of capacity and bandwidth provided). We also explore how to
choose the optimal levels, capacity, and bandwidth when multiple
memory technologies are provided. In order to validate our theories, we find the optimal memory hierarchy design with exhaustive simulations for real cases. We show that our theories match
experimental results.

2.

MOGULS MEMORY MODEL

Designing a memory hierarchy to maximize performance and
minimize power consumption is very challenging. How many levels of cache should we have? What capacities should they have?
What bandwidths should they provide? On which memory technology should they based? To help solve this complex optimization
problem, we first propose a way to analytically model a memory
system’s specifications and an application’s memory requirements.
We later show how to use this model to design an optimal memory
hierarchy.
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bottleneck [6], for example, due to reduced bandwidth efficiency
from overly-aggressive hardware prefetching.
Throughput computing can be conducted on either CPU-based
or GPU-based systems. CPUs historically have used multi-level
cache hierarchies to reduce average latency and reduce bandwidth
demands on larger capacity levels. GPUs have so far relied on
shallow hierarchies—they hide latency with multithreading and use
much higher bandwidth in main memory than CPUs (i.e., GDDR
vs. DDR). The common wisdom is that the GPU approach is better for throughput computing applications. While this may be true,
GPUs are designed primarily for graphics. Consequently, neither
GPUs nor CPUs have a memory hierarchy designed specifically for
throughput computing with an emphasis on bandwidth improvement. There are a few simple techniques to improve bandwidth efficiency of a system [7], but they are insufficient for the large bandwidth requirements of some throughput computing applications.
We also cannot rely on ever-increasing main memory bandwidth
to meet the needs of throughput computing. For example, today’s
systems that tout good performance for throughput computing applications (e.g., nVidia’s Tesla) do so by providing large main memory bandwidth via the use of GDDR rather than improving bandwidth efficiency. However, GDDR has fairly strict capacity limits
and is much more power hungry than conventional DRAM modules, which reduces its desirability for throughput computing, and
makes it an unfavorable choice for general-purpose systems trying to improve their throughput computing performance. Furthermore, technology trends indicate that growth in bandwidth demand
outpaces growth in bandwidth supply for all DRAM-based memory. (For example, historically processor throughput has grown by
a factor of 1.5x per year, while DRAM bandwidth has grown by
only 1.3x per year [8]). Consequently, it is necessary to study the
memory hierarchy design for throughput computing platforms with
an emphasis on bandwidth improvement.
Our Contribution. Given that bandwidth is the key memory
system characteristic for throughput computing, architects would
like to optimize the memory hierarchy design with bandwidth improvements as the first priority design goal and try to find out (1)
the number of levels in the optimal cache hierarchy, (2) the capacity
and bandwidth of each level, and (3) the appropriate memory technology (SRAM, eDRAM, or other emerging memory technologies)
of each level. To help computer architects quickly explore the design space for memory hierarchies in throughput computing platforms, this paper makes the following contributions.
• An analytical model called Moguls is proposed to quickly estimate
the performance for applications on specific memory hierarchy
designs. The model is based on the bandwidth demand of an application and the bandwidth provided by the memory hierarchy
design. The bandwidth demand/provided is defined at all memory
capacities, and is described as a capacity-bandwidth (CB) curve
(Section 2). The CB curve can facilitate a quick estimation of
whether the bandwidth provided by the memory hierarchy can
satisfy the bandwidth demand, and guide design improvements
(for example, estimating the impact of changing the capacity of
existing levels of memory, or of adding extra levels of memory).
• The usefulness and the effectiveness of the model is demonstrated
by exploring the memory hierarchy design for multi-programmed
workloads running on a high throughput processor. First-order
approximations are proposed to help us quantitatively determine:
(a) the most energy-efficient capacity and bandwidth of the levels
in the cache hierarchy, (b) the optimal number of cache levels, (c)
potential performance benefits of multiple levels of memory assuming a fixed power budget. That is, given a power budget, our
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Figure 1: Bandwidth requirements of the memory hierarchy.
Figure 1 shows a computing system with multiple cores and a
multi-level memory hierarchy. The hierarchy has n levels of shared
cache (M1 to Mn ). Each level of cache can provide bandwidth
BPi to the next higher level of cache. Main memory provides
bandwidth BM . The system runs an application with a peak instruction throughput of T . This results in an aggregate bandwidth
requirement from the cores, BRC . Each level of cache filters out
some of the requests, reducing the bandwidth requirement out of
level i to (BRi ). In order to actually achieve a throughput of T ,
the bandwidth requirement of each level must be met by the level
below:
BRC (T )≤BP1 ; BRi (T )≤BPi+1 (1≤i<n);
BRn (T )≤BM
(1)
If the bandwidth requirement out of a level is greater than the bandwidth provided by the level below, the application is bandwidthbound and the achieved throughput (i.e., performance) is below the
system’s peak.
Similar reasoning applies for systems with private caches or caches
shared by only a subset of cores—the bandwidth requirement of
each core (or subset of cores) must be separately satisfied to see
peak throughput. Consequently, we discuss only shared caches,
but our conclusions can be extended to cover other types of cache
hierarchies.
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Figure 2: CB curves from the Moguls model: (a) the provided CB curve of a system; (b) the demand CB curve of an application; (c)
two demand CB curves of the same application at different computing throughputs.
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Figure 3: (a) A demand CB curve is satisfied by a provided CB curve; (b) a demand CB curve is NOT satisfied by a provided CB
curve; (c) a demand CB curve is satisfied by a provided CB curve by adding an extra level of cache.

2.2

Moguls Memory Model

We now use the concepts from Figure 2 to construct a model,
called Moguls, to reason about throughput computing memory systems. The Moguls model maps a computing system and an application’s characteristics to capacity-bandwidth (CB) coordinates, as
shown in Figure 2. For each point in CB-space, the y-axis represents the required/provided bandwidth of a cache level, and the
x-axis represents the capacity of the cache level. In the Moguls
model, two CB curves are used to estimate the throughput of an application running on a system: (1) the system’s provided CB curve,
(2) the application’s demand CB curve.
The provided CB curve is defined by the capacity and the effective bandwidth provided by each level of a system’s memory
hierarchy, and typically forms a “stair-case” shape. The bandwidth
a system provides at a given capacity is determined by the level
of the memory hierarchy with that capacity, or the next largest capacity if no level exists with that capacity. Figure 2(a) shows an
example of a provided CB curve (the boundary of the shaded portion) for a system with two levels of cache—one is relatively small
but with high bandwidth, and the other is relatively large but with
low bandwidth. Note that the origin of the coordinate system is the
point (CO ; BM ), where CO represents the minimum capacity of a
cache design that is available, and BM is the bandwidth provided
by main memory.
The demand CB curve represents an application’s capacity and
bandwidth requirements—if those requirements are met, the application sees the same performance it would on a memory system
with infinite capacity and bandwidth. The demand curve is defined
by an application’s working set sizes and the rate of execution of
loads and stores. It can be derived from what is commonly referred to as a working set plot, which shows cache miss rate vs.
cache capacity. The working set plot is then scaled to factor in
the rate that the application’s loads and stores are executed in the
underlying hardware (assuming infinite bandwidth provided). Figure 2(b) gives an example demand CB curve. The point (Cx ; Bx )

on the curve represents: given a cache with capacity Cx , the required bandwidth to the next level down in the memory hierarchy is
Bx . The bandwidth requirement of the cores, BRC (T ), is shown
in the figure on the y axis. Note that since the scale is log-log, the yaxis is not at a cache capacity of zero; thus, BRC is slightly above
the y-intercept of the demand CB curve. BRC (T ) is a function of
the cores’ throughput, as previously described. In Figure 2(c), two
demand CB curves are shown for the same application for different
computing throughputs—a larger computing throughput naturally
results in a higher bandwidth requirement.
Figure 3 shows how we combine the provided and demand CB
curves to determine whether the application bandwidth requirements are satisfied. In Figure 3(a), the provided CB curve is strictly
above the demand CB curve—each level of the memory hierarchy
can satisfy the bandwidth requirement from the level above, as defined in Equation (1). In Figure 3(b), however, the provided CB
curve dips below the demand CB curve. Consequently, the second
level cache cannot satisfy the bandwidth requirement from the first
level cache; thus, the system fails to achieve throughput T1 with the
example two-level cache design.
In the example, we can modify the two level hierarchy in three
ways to satisfy Equation (1): (1) increase the bandwidth of the
larger, lower bandwidth level, (2) increase the capacity of the smaller,
higher bandwidth level, or (3) add one or more new levels to the hierarchy with bandwidths and capacities between the two existing
levels. Figure 3(c) illustrates the latter option.
We call our model the Moguls model because if we view the
provided CB curve as a ski slope, a hierarchy with many levels has
many bumps (corners), known as moguls. A memory hierarchy
with smaller bumps (i.e., more graceful bandwidth degradation)
is likely to provide higher performance, just as a ski slope with
smaller bumps allows for faster skiing.

2.3

Generation of Provided CB curve

We now describe how to generate a provided CB curve to match
a given demand CB curve (i.e., how to design a cache hierarchy
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Figure 4: Generating a provided CB curve from a given demand CB curve.
to just meet an application’s bandwidth requirements). The cache
capacities are chosen arbitrarily here; later, we will address how to
choose optimal capacities.
• Step 1 The first level cache must provide bandwidth of at least
BRC (T ) to satisfy the cores’ requirements. As shown in Figure 4, we choose the point (C1 ; BP1 ) for the first level cache.
The point (C1 ; BP1 ) represents a cache level with capacity C1
and can provide bandwidth BP1 .
• Step 2 After choosing the capacity and bandwidth for a level, we
draw a vertical line from the point representing the cache till it
hits the demand CB curve. The y coordinate of this intersection
point is the bandwidth requirement of that cache; thus, this defines
the bandwidth provided for the next level. For example, the point
(C2 ; BP2 ) in Figure 4 is chosen as the next level. Note that the
corner point (C1 ; BP2 ) is on the demand CB curve.
• Step 3 Step 2 is repeated till the bandwidth requirement is no more
than BM . The provided CB curve is obtained by connecting these
points together, as shown in Figure 4.

3.

DESIGNING A MEMORY HIERARCHY
WITH MOGULS

In this section, we show how to apply the Moguls model to help
design a memory hierarchy optimized for power and performance.
The model itself is a tool to help us analyze behavior of a specific,
well-understood workload for different points in the memory system design space. To design an energy-efficient memory hierarchy
for a large workload domain, we first augment the model with some
assumptions about (a) the workload characteristics, and (b) power
consumption of memory.

3.1

Approximations Used to Apply the Moguls
Model

Approximation-1 The demand CB curve is represented as a straight
line with slope − 12 in log-log space.
Since it may be impractical to collect the detailed memory requirements of even one workload of interest (not to mention a whole
workload domain), we approximate them. We represent target workloads
√ with a single demand CB curve that follows the so-called 2to- 2 rule [9]. This rule of thumb says that for complex workloads,
cache miss rate varies with cache size according to an inverse power
law, where the power√is −0:5—if cache size is doubled, miss rate
drops by a factor of 2. Studies have shown that the power actually lies between −0:3 and −0:7 [9]. Figure 5(a) illustrates the
cache miss rates of several multi-programmed workloads for vari-

√
ous cache capacities. An idealized 2-to- 2 curve (the dashed line)
is also shown for comparison.
Since the data is plotted on a log√
log scale, the 2-to- 2 curve is a straight line with slope − 21 . This
line is a reasonable first-order approximation of the measured CB
curves.
In reality, across all workloads, we expect to see a diverse set of
demand CB curves. Therefore, this approximation will be much
better for some workloads than others. We address the accuracy of
this approximation in Section 5.
Approximation-2
The access power of a cache is approximately
√
Capacity × Bandwidth.
To quantitatively reason about energy efficiency, we must introduce a relationship between power, bandwidth, and capacity to
the Moguls model. We use a first-order approximation that access
power consumption to a cache level is proportional to
√ the square
root of its capacity times its bandwidth, i.e., power ∝ Capacity×
Bandwidth. The rationale for this approximation is that the power
consumed in transporting data from/to memory cells dominates the
total power of a cache, especially for large capacities. Therefore,
two factors affect the power consumption: the data transfer rate
and the transfer distance from/to the memory cells. The data transfer rate is proportional to the bandwidth, while the distance the data
travels is proportional to the physical dimension of the memory array, i.e., the square root of capacity.
is a constant determined by the process technology and some
features of the cache design such as number of ports and number
of banks. In the rest of this section, we assume is constant, and
the same for all levels of cache. We relax this assumption in later
sections.
Figure 5(b) shows the results of this approximation. We use the
well-known cache simulator CACTI [10] to collect data on a set
of cache configurations with different capacities and bandwidths,
but the same power. These data are represented with the so-called
iso-power curve in CB coordinates. This iso-power curve closely
matches the reference dashed line with slope − 12 , showing that this
approximation is reasonable. The most deviation occurs in the tail
region of the iso-power line, when the cache capacity is larger than
128MB. This is an effect of leakage power, which decreases the
slope of the iso-power line as cache capacity increases. Leakage
power’s impact depends on its fraction of the total power, and this
increases with capacity. However, the results in Section 5 show
that, for throughput computing systems, the high bandwidth usage promises that dynamic power consumption will dominate. For
SRAM caches smaller than 128MB, leakage power consumption
has little impact on the quality of our iso-power line approximation. In addition, we introduce some memory technologies with
relatively low leakage power in Section 4. Including these memory
technologies as options when designing the cache hierarchy makes
our approximation more accurate for caches with large capacities.

3.2

Cache Hierarchy Optimized for EnergyEfficiency

Using the two approximations, we can use the Moguls model
to analytically derive the most energy-efficient memory hierarchy
(number of cache levels and the capacity and bandwidth for each)
for a given core bandwidth requirement (BRC ).
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) give√an example demand CB curve defined
by BRC (T ) and the 2-to- 2 rule. They also show two different
provided CB curves that meet the bandwidth requirements. Both
have two levels: one is defined by (C1 ; BP1 ) and (C2 ; BP2 ), and
the other by (C10 ; BP10 ) and (C20 ; BP20 ). If a larger capacity first
level cache (C10 > C1 ) is chosen, the bandwidth requirement to
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the second level cache can be reduced (BP20 < BP2 ). Although
both designs provide the same throughput, they may have different
power consumptions.
Let us assume a two-level hierarchy, as in Figure 6(c), defined by
(C1 ; BP1 ) and (C2 ; BP2 ). The total power consumption of these
two levels is
√
√
P =
C1 BP1 +
C2 BP2
(2)
The y-intercept of the demand CB curve is (CO ; BS ), and the x2
S
intercept is (CO ( BBM
) ; BM ) because the slope is −0:5. The following equations are obtained based on the Moguls model,
BP1 = BRC (T );

C1 = CO (

BS 2
) ;
BP2

C2 = CO (

BS 2
)
BM

If we substitute these into Eq. (2), we get
√
√
BS
BS
P =
BRC (T ) +
BP2
CO
CO
BP2
BM
To find the BP2 that minimize the power consumption, we need to
dP
solve dBP
= 0. We find
2
p
BP2 = BRC (T )BM
(3)
A key property is that the provided bandwidth of the second level
cache is the geometric midpoint between BRC (T ) and BM , the
bandwidth requirement of the cores and the provided bandwidth of
main memory. Furthermore, both levels
q of the cache consume the
√
CO BS BRBCM(T ) . That is, the two
same amount of power as
levels of cache are on an iso-power line (i.e., have the same power
consumption).

The results for a minimum power consumption of a two-level
hierarchy can be extended to n levels of cache. Specifically, for an
n-level cache design, each level has identical power consumption
in order to minimize total power consumption. In other words, all
points representing the caches are on the same iso-power line. Due
to page constraints, we describe the induction proof verbally, as
follows:
1 Assume we have n-levels of caches.
2 Assume the second to the n-th levels will be on an iso power line,
but we have the flexibility to give more power or less power to the
first-level cache.
3 When we give more power to the first-level cache (say, higher
capacity), we can use less power for the rest of the levels to satisfy the throughput constraints. Alternatively, when we give less
power to the first-level cache, we have to use more power for the
rest of the levels.
4 In order to minimize the overall power, using a similar derivation
to that shown earlier, we find that the first-level cache should also
be on the same iso power line with the rest of the levels.
Thus, we prove our point that every level must on the same isopower line. Furthermore, the bandwidth and capacity of each level
will be evenly distributed in log-log space. The overall power consumption will be
r
√
n BRC (T )
(4)
P = n CO BS
BM
Based on the results of minimum power of n levels, we can
also calculate the optimal levels to further improve the energyto zero. The optimal number of levels
efficiency, by setting dP
dn

nopt = ln BRBCM(T ) . Note that Bratio = BRBCM(T ) represents the
ratio of the cores’ bandwidth requirement to memory’s provided
bandwidth. This means that as the bandwidth gap between the
cores and main memory increases, more levels of cache are required to achieve the most energy-efficient cache hierarchy. This
matches the historical trend, which has seen the number of levels
of cache increase over time.

3.3

Throughput with Power Consumption Budget

We now add a power budget constraint to our optimization problem. While we’ve shown how to determine the most energy-efficient
cache hierarchy that satisfies a given throughput requirement, this
hierarchy may consume more than the allowed power budget. In
this case, any memory hierarchy within the budget will have lower
throughput than desired. The BRC (T ) and the demand CB curve
scale approximately linearly with throughput—as instruction throughput reduces, loads and stores execute at a lower rate. Thus, a
throughput reduction results in a parallel downward shift of the demand CB curve in log-log space. Let the throughput reduction and
the power budget be and PB , respectively. The following equation should be satisfied, in which Treal is the realized throughput.
r
√
BRC (T )
n
;
PB = n CO ( BS )
BM
BRC (Treal ) = BRC (T ); Treal = T
(5)

3.4

Throughput with Peak Bandwidth Constraint

In the previous discussion, we assumed that for a given , we can
build a cache with any capacity and bandwidth. In reality, the design space may be limited. Figure 7(a) shows a Moguls model plot
with an extra line labeled “peak-bandwidth curve.” This indicates
a maximum possible bandwidth at each capacity. In the example,
the most energy-efficient cache hierarchy has two levels of cache.
However, the provided bandwidths of both caches exceed the peak
bandwidth constraint. Thus, this optimal hierarchy cannot be built.
Figure 7(b) shows how we can provide the desired throughput by
adding an extra level of cache. The extra level increases the power
budget, reducing the energy efficiency of the memory system. If
the power budget is violated, we must reduce the throughput. Figure 7(c) shows a sub-optimal two-level hierarchy that is within the
power budget and doesn’t violate the peak bandwidth constraint.
Alternatively, we can change the peak bandwidth constraint by
altering the cache design or moving to a different process technology (i.e., by altering ). For example, the peak bandwidth of a
cache can be improved by adding an access port. However, the
area of the cache is greatly increased with the extra port. This indirectly increases the access energy, increasing , and therefore the
power consumption of the hierarchy. Thus, there is a trade-off between the peak bandwidth constraint and energy efficiency. When
designing a memory hierarchy, one could feed characteristics of
different cache designs into the Moguls model.

4.

MEMORY HIERARCHY DESIGN WITH
HYBRID TECHNOLOGIES

The factor has a big impact on the optimal memory hierarchy.
We’ve shown that for a fixed cache organization and process technology, we can approximate as a fixed parameter in the Moguls
model. However, in reality may not be constant over the full
range of capacities and bandwidths of interest. This is one reason
why real memory hierarchies use multiple levels composed of dif-

ferent memory technologies. For example, the last level cache of
Power7 is composed of embedded DRAM (eDRAM) [11]. Compared to a traditional SRAM cache, eDRAM has a slower access
speed, higher density, and lower power consumption. This means
that eDRAM is more energy-efficient when used as a large capacity, lower bandwidth cache—in other words, when used as a lower
level cache. Recently, more emerging memory technologies such
as MRAM, RRAM, and PRAM have been proposed as potential
candidates for future memory hierarchy designs [12, 13, 14]. Hybrid systems employing one or more of these technologies may provide the best solution, so we consider them here.
Figure 8(a) shows iso-power lines for various memory technologies. While we form lines by connecting iso-power points from the
same memory technology, all points on the graph represent configurations with the same power consumption. One interesting observation is that the iso-power lines cross each other. For example,
iso-power lines for SRAM and MRAM cross at the point where
cache capacity is about 64MB. It means that SRAM has a lower
than MRAM when cache capacity is less than 64MB, but MRAM
has a lower when the cache capacity is larger than 64MB. Because it takes more energy to access an MRAM cell than to access
an SRAM cell, the power consumption of an SRAM cache is lower
than that of an MRAM cache for small capacities. However, as capacity increases, the energy consumed at the wire connections becomes more important. Because MRAM has a much higher density
than SRAM, the wire connections of an MRAM cache are much
smaller than that of an SRAM cache, and thus consume less power.
Consequently, when the capacity is large enough, the smaller energy consumption of wire connections for MRAM offsets the overhead of higher energy consumption of cell accesses and MRAM
caches have a lower .
The cross points of iso-power lines of different memory technologies depend not only on the process technologies and cache
organization, but also on workload behavior. For example, the write
access energies for PRAM and MRAM are much higher than their
read access energies. For the same access intensity to a cache, if the
percentage of writes is higher, the energy-efficiency of PRAM and
MRAM is lower. On the contrary, for memory technologies such as
SRAM and eDRAM, write operations burn a similar amount of energy as read operations. Consequently, iso-power lines for different
memory technologies will cross at different points in CB space for
different workloads. For the example shown in Figure 8(a), about
10% of the operations are writes.
In order to explore the benefits of using hybrid memory technologies in memory hierarchy design, we extend the Moguls model to
support hybrid technologies, as shown in Figure 8(b). From the
conclusion of the single level memory technology, the minimum
power consumption of the left-hand-side technology and right-handside technology are
r
√
BRC (T )
n
;
Pmin1 = n1 1 CO BS 1
Bx
r
√
Bx
Pmin2 = n2 2 Cd Bd n2
;
(6)
BM
where the left-hand-side technology√has n1 levels,
√ the right-handside technology has n2 levels, and CO BS = Cd Bd . The total
power of the memory hierarchy is P = Pmin1 + Pmin2 . The
goal is to find the values for n1 , n2 , and Bx that minimize overall power consumption. The procedure to solve this system is as
follows:
dP
1 Find Bx such that dB
= 0, assuming n1 and n2 are fixed.
x
dP
2 Find n1 such that dn1 = 0, assuming n = n1 + n2 .
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Figure 7: Moguls model with peak bandwidth constraint: (a) the provided CB curve violates the constraint; (b) the provided CB
curve satisfies the constraint by adding an extra cache level; (c) the provided CB curve satisfies the constraint by degrading throughput.
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Figure 8: (a) Iso-power lines for five different memory technologies. All points consume the same power, even across technologies.
(b) The Moguls model extended to hybrid memory technologies. The vertical line indicates the crossover point for the iso-power
lines.
3 Find n, where n = n1 + n2 , such that
two steps above.

dP
dn

= 0, by iterating the

Intuitively, when the capacity cross-over point Cd is closer to the
right hand side, n1 tends to be larger than n2 . Conversely, when
the cross-over point is closer to the left-hand-side, n1 tends to be
smaller than n2 . This is because we should implement the larger
number of levels using the technology that is more efficient over a
larger part of CB space.

5.

EXPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION

We now validate the Moguls model in two sets of experiments.
(1) We use Moguls to derive the most energy-efficient cache hierarchy for a workload, and compare that design to others via a set
of exhaustive simulations. (2) We use Moguls to derive the highest
throughput cache hierarchy under a fixed power budget, and compare that to the throughput of other iso-power designs nearby in the
design space, again via simulation. For most workloads we evaluate, Moguls helps us derive the optimal cache hierarchy (or very
close to it). In addition, we quantify the throughput improvement
achieved by using multiple memory technologies.

5.1

Experimental Setup

We collect the parameters of different cache configurations
from a version of CACTI that we extended to support multiple
memory technologies. We also extend the cache model with a mode
to process requests in a pipelined manner to estimate the peak bandwidth requirement. The detailed cache configurations are listed in
Table 9. For our experiments, we focus on validating our model
and methodology for a subset of the memory hierarchy between

Read/Write port:1, 64B Cache line, 4-Way
Cache process technology
45nm
Cache rapacity range
512KB to 512MB
Memory technologies
SRAM, eDRAM, MRAM
PRAM, RRAM
Level one cache
256KB (fixed)
Possible extra cache level
0 to 3
Cache policy
Inclusive

Figure 9: Cache configurations and design space.
current on-die caches and main memory. We seed the memory hierarchy with a 256KB cache that can meet the cores’ bandwidth
requirements at that capacity. In our experiments, we consider additional levels of cache between this one and main memory, but do
not alter the 256KB cache in any way. Therefore, the “core bandwidth requirement” we feed to the model is actually the bandwidth
requirement of this 256KB cache. The other levels of cache are
determined either by the Moguls model or are predetermined by
us (e.g., when we do an exhaustive search). In practice, every additional level of cache carries overhead such as a communication
interface and buffers. Consequently, the total number of cache levels should be limited. In this work, we consider designs with no
more than three additional levels (i.e., besides the 256KB cache).
We use the ZESTO [15] simulator to measure performance. It
is configured to model an eight-core processor. Each core is similar to Intel’s Core i7. The simulator captures data addresses from
all loads, stores, and prefetch operations. We use this information
to calculate the memory access intensity, and use that to compute
the energy consumption of the cache hierarchy. We scale the frequency of the cores to control the processor’s total peak instruction
throughput (i.e., assuming it is not bandwidth bound). To study

memory hierarchies for future computing systems, we evaluate processors with total instruction throughput of 32, 64, 128, and 256
billion instructions per second. The average bandwidth provided
by main memory is assumed to be 8GB=S [16].
For our first set of experiments, we explore all reasonable points
in the entire cache hierarchy design space (exhaustive simulations).
That is, we consider all possible hierarchies in terms of number of
levels (from 0-3 levels) and capacity of each level (256KB-512MB),
although we restrict capacities to powers-of-two, and require that
capacity increases as we move down the hierarchy. In these experiments, we choose the bandwidth for each cache to just meet the
bandwidth requirements of the workload being evaluated. In our
second set of experiments, we use the configuration determined by
the Moguls model as a starting point, and evaluate a set of cache
hierarchies that modify that configuration in certain ways (e.g.,
have twice the cache capacity). For those experiments, we carefully choose the cache bandwidths to keep all of the hierarchies at
a fixed power budget. For both sets of experiments, we simulate
the workloads on all candidate sets of cache hierarchies, including the Moguls-derived hierarchy, and report performance and/or
power statistics.
Since we focus on a subset of the memory hierarchy close to
main memory, we select throughput computing workloads that are
bandwidth-bound at main memory on modern systems. Our workloads are sets of multiprogrammed benchmarks from SPEC2006
and PARSEC [17]. We randomly choose benchmarks from the full
set to help us create a diverse set of demand CB curves.
Our goal has two folds: (1) to validate the Moguls model itself,
and (2) to validate our methodology for applying the Moguls model
to cache hierarchy design, as described in Section 3. Therefore, for
our experiments when applying the Moguls model, we assume that
we do not have the actual demand CB curves for our workloads, and
must approximate them. Our methodology
approximates the shape
√
of a demand CB curve using the 2-to- 2 rule. We first demonstrate
how well this fits our workloads.
We examined the real demand CB curves of hundreds of workloads and identified the most common patterns (i.e., shapes of the
curves). Figure 10 shows examples of the two most common patterns. We also show the approximated demand CB curves (straight
dash lines) for comparison. We show cache misses per thousand instructions (MPKI) vs. capacity curves—these can be converted to
bandwidth vs. capacity by multiplying the MPKI by the instruction
throughput and cache line size (a constant factor). The two patterns shown cover more than 90% of the workloads we examined.
In pattern-1, the demand√CB curve is relatively close to the line
generated from the 2-to√ 2 rule. In pattern-2, the real demand CB
curve follows the 2-to- 2 rule quite well for low capacities. However, the MPKI levels off at some point, often due to streaming data
(i.e., data accessed only once, and so not captured in even an infinite capacity cache). This pattern normally exists in workloads that
have higher MPKIs, compared to those with pattern-1. The impact
of different patterns on the accuracy of the Moguls model is further
discussed later with experimental results. We defer discussion of
workloads that fall outside these two patterns to later.
To estimate a demand CB
√ curve, we need more than the shape of
the curve. While the 2-to- 2 rule provides a first order approximation of the shape (a straight line with slope −0:5 in log-log space),
we still need a starting point (e.g., y-intercept) for the curve. Further, since this exercise is intended to mimic a real design process,
we should limit ourselves to a simple process to obtain the starting
point. In this case study, we use a fixed 256KB cache in the memory hierarchy, and seek to design the levels between that cache and
memory. Therefore, we can use the bandwidth requirement of the

Table 1: Optimized cache levels: Moguls estimation vs Simulations.
instruction
throughput
32 billion/s
64 billion/s
128 billion/s
256 billion/s

Pattern-1
Moguls
Simulation
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2

Pattern-2
Moguls
Simulation
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3

256KB cache as our starting point. In other words, we need only
measure
the MPKI out of the 256KB cache, and then apply the 2-to√
2 rule, to estimate a workload’s demand CB curve. This simple
method is reasonable for designing future systems, especially when
the memory design space is very large and it is not feasible to collect the real demand CB curves through simulation. Our results will
validate that this simple approximation method is sufficient for our
case study. We discuss other modeling methods in the next section.

5.2

Validation of Moguls Model

Our first set of experiments validates that when optimizing for
energy efficiency, the Moguls model provides the best configuration. All configurations considered meet the throughput requirements of the processor (from 32 to 256 billion instructions per second), and thus give the same performance. However, they consume
different amounts of power.
We start by looking at the number of levels in the best hierarchy vs. the hierarchy derived from Moguls. For Moguls, this number is derived from Bratio (see Section 3.B), or the ratio of core
bandwidth required to main memory bandwidth provided. Table 1
shows the estimated best number of levels (labeled “Moguls”) and
the best number found through our exhaustive simulations (labeled
“Simulation”). The table shows results from a representative workload (shown in Figure 10) from each of the two key patterns of real
demand CB curves.
The Moguls estimates exactly match the simulation results for
the representative workloads because their real demand CB curves
are close enough to the approximation we use. Further, we evaluated hundreds of workloads in this manner, and for most that fit
the two key demand CB curve patterns, the results calculated by
the Moguls model match well with those obtained from simulation. Overall, 92% of the workloads have an exact match between
the Moguls estimate and simulation results.
We can make some additional observations. As computing throughput increases, the number of levels in the most energy-efficient hierarchy increases. This matches our expectation: increased compute
throughput means a larger bandwidth gap between the core’s requirements and what main memory provides; consequently, more
cache levels should be added to the cache hierarchy in order to
maximize energy efficiency. Similarly, the representative workload from pattern-2 requires more levels than the workload from
pattern-1 because it has a larger MPKI (i.e., higher bandwidth requirement).
We next validate that the cache capacities selected by the Moguls
model match those from the optimal cache hierarchy. Table 2(a)
shows the detailed cache configurations for the same representative
workloads. The Moguls model assumes that cache capacity is a
continuous quantity. Therefore, when applying it to real system
design, we need to round the cache capacities that it generates to
the closest available buildable capacity. In our experiments, we
assume that the capacity of cache is limited to integer powers of
two1 . Consequently, we round the Moguls-generated capacities to
1
A real designer may have more flexibility in capacities he/she can
choose, and can pick something closer to what Moguls generates.
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Figure 10: Two primary patterns of demanded CB curves and the approximation in Moguls. MPKI (y-axis) vs Capacity (x-axis).
Table 2: Capacity of each cache level: Moguls estimation vs Simulation results.
(a) Experimental results of workload for pattern-1
Throughput (Billion/s)
Cache level
Level 1(MB)
Level 2(MB)

256
Moguls
Sim.
1.6 (2)
2
10.4 (8)
8

128
Moguls
Sim.
2.8 (2)
2
0
0

64
Moguls
Sim.
0.77 (1)
1
0
0

32
Moguls
Sim.
0
0
0
0

(b) Experimental results of workload for pattern-2
Throughput (Billion/s)
Cache level
Level 1(MB)
Level 2(MB)
Level 3(MB)

256
Moguls
Sim.
1.04 (1)
2
4.49(4)
16
19.6(16)
32

128
Moguls
Sim.
1.7 (2)
2
12.7(16)
16
0
0

the closest integer power of two (shown in the parenthesis) before
comparing to the simulation results.
For the workload with pattern-1, the cache capacity results exactly match the simulation results. This is because the demand CB
curve of the workload is a good fit to the Moguls approximation.
For the workload with pattern-2, the cache capacities calculated by
the model match the simulation results for instruction throughputs
of 32, 64, and 128 billion instructions per second, but do not match
at the highest instruction throughput, 256 billion instructions per
second. The reason can be found in the tail region of the demand
CB curve shown in Figure 10(b). The cache miss rate flattens out
at a capacity of 16MB, creating a tail to the demand CB curve. For
lower throughput requirements, the model still generates the optimal hierarchy because it does not attempt to pick a cache with a
capacity in the tail region. However, for very high throughput requirements, the optimal hierarchy has more levels, and one of them
is in the tail region. For all workloads in our study, the Moguls
model achieves about 80% accuracy of calculating both optimal
cache level and optimal cache capacity.
Our second set of experiments validates that when designing
under a fixed power budget, Moguls chooses the cache hierarchy with highest performance. All cache configurations considered have the same power consumption.
We use the following procedure to generate and evaluate the various cache configurations. First, for each workload, the cache hierarchy derived from the Moguls model is adopted in the simulator.
Second, we measure the maximum throughput of this cache hierarchy under the chosen power budget through simulation. Third,
the cache hierarchy is replaced with different configurations. These
configurations have their capacities based on the Moguls configuration, as explained below. We evaluate all possible configurations to
find the maximum computing throughput for caches with those capacities under the power budget. Note that the power consumption
budget needs to be carefully chosen for each workload so that the
computing throughput is controlled in a reasonable range. We find
the minimum power consumption required to achieve a through-

64
Moguls
Sim.
0.84 (1)
1
3.3(4)
4
0
0

32
Moguls
Sim.
0.70 (1)
1
0
0
0
0

put of 128 billion instructions per second for each workload, and
this minimum power consumption is set as the power consumption
budget.

Table 3: Cache capacities of different configurations.
Level 1(MB)
Level 2(MB)

Moguls
M1
M2

Case1
0.5*M1
M2

Case2
M1
0.5*M2

Case3
2*M1
M2

Case4
M1
2* M2

Figure 11(a) compares the computing throughput (normalized)
of the workload in Figure 10(b) for different cache configurations.
The first result (labeled with “Moguls”) uses the cache hierarchy
derived from the Moguls model. The other cache configurations
are modifications of the Moguls hierarchy. Table 3 gives the details. For our two representative workloads, the Moguls-derived
configurations are the most energy efficient. Therefore, the other
configurations are all lower performance—in some cases, they have
much lower performance.
In Figure 11(b), the average results of computing throughput (normalized) are compared for all workloads. The first bar is the maximum computing throughput that can be achieved. Recall that we
perform exhaustive simulations for each workload to determine the
minimum power needed to achieve 128 billion instructions per second. Thus, our “target” throughput is 128 billion instructions per
second. The second bar in the graph shows the average throughput
across all workloads when using the Moguls-derived hierarchy under the power budget. On average, the Moguls-derived hierarchies
achieve 92:3% of the maximum computing throughput.
√
2 Approximation
Although the 2-to- 2 approximation for demand CB curves fits
most of our workloads, for about 8% of them, this approximation
is not a good fit. These workloads fit a third pattern of demand CB
curve shape. Figure 12(a) shows three example workloads that fit
this pattern. As can be seen in the figure, this shape is not very
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Figure 11: (a) The throughput under a power consumption budget (the example workload with pattern-2); (b) Average throughput
achieved using the Moguls configuration normalized to the target throughput.

Table 4: Cache configurations.
Level 1(MB)
Level 2(MB)

Moguls
2M
16M

O-1
512K
32M

O-2
1M
16M

O-3
1M
8M

close to a line with slope −0:5. Therefore, the demand CB curve
estimated via the method in subsection 5.1 has significant error.
This shape of demand CB curve has a distinct “knee.” The MPKI
does not decrease much as we add cache capacity until we hit the
knee. This pattern is very common in applications with a single,
dominant working set—until the cache can hold the entire working
set, there is little benefit to increasing capacity, and once the entire
working set does fit, there is little benefit to any further increases in
capacity. Multi-programmed workloads can also exhibit this shape
of demand CB curve when their component applications have similar working set sizes. For example, if we run eight copies of the
same application with the same input on a processor, it is highly
possible that the real demand CB curve fits pattern-3. For a demand CB curve with this shape, we often cannot derive the optimal
cache hierarchy from the Moguls model. The differences between
the Moguls-derived hierarchy and the optimal hierarchy are caused
by the knee. If a cache level is chosen with a capacity close to
the knee, the real bandwidth requirement may be much larger than
that calculated by the approximated demand CB curve. This is the
source of most of the differences between the Moguls results and
the best results from exhaustive simulations.
When designing real systems, we will typically not target a single workload so that the error of our approximation is mitigated.
We demonstrate this experimentally as follows. Assume we want
to design a system that will run all three workloads in Figure 12(a),
and we want a single demand CB curve to represent all three. The
figure shows the real demand CB curve for each of the three work√
loads. We choose our estimated demand CB curve to be a 2-to- 2
line starting from the geometric mean of the MPKIs of the three
workloads at 256KB. The figure shows this as a dashed line. We
then use this demand CB curve and the Moguls model to derive a
cache hierarchy.
In Figure 12(b), we compare the average throughput achieved
by different cache configurations across all three workloads, under a power consumption constraint. The detailed cache configurations are listed in Table 4. The label “Moguls” indicates the
cache hierarchy derived from the Moguls model. “O-1”, “O-2”,
and “O-3” represent the cache hierarchies optimized for each of
the three workloads, respectively, as determined through exhaustive simulation. Despite approximating these demand CB curves

with a straight line, the Moguls hierarchy is within 3% of the best
hierarchy, “O-2.”

5.4

Improvements from Hybrid Memory Technologies

As discussed earlier, the energy efficiency of the memory hierarchy may be improved by using multiple memory technologies. In
this subsection, we evaluate the benefits of using a hybrid hierarchy. As shown in Figure 8(a), the iso-power lines of these memory
technologies cross at different points in CB space, which result in
different benefits.
For example. iso-power lines of SRAM and eDRAM cross at the
point where the cache capacity is about 16MB. This suggests that
caches larger than 16MB should be implemented with eDRAM to
improve power efficiency. Using this 16MB threshold, we find that
across all of our workloads, 17% of the individual caches levels
should be implemented with eDRAM. We re-perform exhaustive
simulations on our workloads (using the fixed power budget from
earlier in this section), allowing for cache hierarchies using both
SRAM and eDRAM caches. The average throughput improves by
5% when eDRAM is available.
Using the similar method, we evaluate the combination of using SRAM with MRAM/RRAM/PRAM. The results show that the
throughput can be improved by 11% when RRAM is available. For
MRAM and PRAM, the improvement of throughput is less than
3%. Due to the high write access energy, the caches implemented
from these two technologies are more energy-efficient than those
from SRAM only when the cache capacity is very large (> 64MB
for most workloads). In the future, as working set sizes increase
with larger inputs, we believe that the benefits for hybrid memory
hierarchies will also increase since many of the alternative memory technologies are energy efficient for large caches, but not small
ones.

6.

FUTURE WORK

We believe that the Moguls model can serve as a universal model
to accelerate the memory hierarchy design process for future throughput computing systems. We demonstrate that using some first-order
approximations, the model can help designers quickly narrow down
the huge set of design choices they are faced with when beginning
their work. While our evaluation focuses on caches, we believe the
model can be applied to other parts of the storage hierarchy, such
as main memory or even hard disk drives.
There are some additional issues that, if addressed, would make
the model even more valuable.

